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Message from the President
From 2017 into 2018, CKA/ACK has focused on trying to accomplish the remaining activities of
the 2013-17 Strategic Plan. In the Action Plan, the focus was put on producing the next
strategic plan toward 2022; further to a national consultation process the 2022 Strategic Plan
was finalized. The world of kinesiology is changing and CKA/ACK wishes to pursue
relationships with affiliated kinesiologists, future kinesiologists, Provincial Kinesiology
Association and other health professional organizations. If health professionals are affected, CKA/ACK strives to
support its Provincial Kinesiology Associations to advocate the many legislative challenges brought to the practice of
our profession. Your Alliance has positioned itself in this landscape to protect the interests of kinesiology, especially
taxation of services, reimbursement of services, and standards. A more active role at the 2018 KinGames was taken
as the Acadameic Challenge Sponsor – a joint CKA PKA marketing initiative - to increase awareness of PKA’s and
CKA/ACK’s roles in student/future kinesiologists and help them bridge into becoming a practician: a new website was
created www.kinstartupkit.ca. An even larger program and promotional tool kit are designed for 2018 National
Health and Fitness Day and for the upcoming 2018 KinWeek. The CKA / ACK wishes to group all communication
means from the past years and to create a coherent Marketing Plan including branding of CKA and Kinesiology. The
Financial Report now shows with transparency that CKA/ACK has undertaken special projects while ensuring good
management practices. Our Executive Director, France Martin, supported the Board of Director throughout the year
with professionalism and devotion to making things happen. I would also mention the contributions of members of
the Board who have demonstrated integrity and judgment in their decision and conviction to represent you, no
matter your vocation or your location. Volunteers have given you their time without compensation.
Concluding this year as president of the Board of Directors, I thank you for the support you have entrusted in me. A
special word is extended to thank D.Darren MacDonald, one of CKA’s founding members, for the many years of
dedication to making it happen at CKA. Thank you to our partners, sponsors and Provincial Kinesiology Associations.
On the eve of setting new avenues to explore within the #KinVision2020 Strategic Plan, I will continue to be
involved. I hope you all do the same. Thank you all.

CKA President
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Joining the Canadian Kinesiology Alliance
Affiliation Benefits for Kinesiologists
The Canadian Kinesiology Alliance works to bring increased recognition and awareness of kinesiology and the
sciences of human movement, to advocate on behalf of our partners and stakeholders, and to support common
standards and professionalism. Nationally, the CKA is the strong and united voice of Kinesiologists. When joining the
CKA, Kinesiologist benefit from:
 Access to networking opportunities and social capital;
 Access to promotional event material such as the National Kin Week held annually in November and the
National Health and Fitness Day held annually in June;
 Access to preferred rates from partners such as for professional insurance products, continued education
opportunities, home and auto insurance, and patient tracking software.

Given the Canadian Kinesiology Alliance’s mandate is national in scope, the organization has built over the years
mutually beneficial and cooperative relationships with provincial associations and groups. By joining a provincial
kinesiology association (PKA) member of the CKA, Kinesiologist will automatically become a CKA Affiliated
Kinesiologist with your mandatory purchase of professional insurance. In other jurisdictions, Kinesiologist may join
the CKA directly: www.cka.ca

Membership Benefits for PKAs
The Canadian Kinesiology Alliance works in collaboration with the Provincial Kinesiology Associations to bring
increased recognition and awareness of kinesiology and the sciences of human movement, to advocate on behalf of
our partners and stakeholders, and to support common standards and professionalism. Nationally, the CKA is the
strong and united voice of kinesiologists. When joining the CKA, PKAs benefit from:
 Access to opportunities to network with members, partners and affiliates to build social capital in
promoting the field of Kinesiology;
 Access to marketing tools & opportunities including easily adaptable promotional event material such as the
National Kin Week held annually in November and the National Health and Fitness Day held annually in
June; CKA/ACK strives to be creative in reviewing existing promotional materials, external communication
strategies and in identifying areas of opportunity to facilitate development of a sustainable, national
marketing strategy;
 Access to financial returns on CKA/ACK’s partners financial remittance to the Affinity Program on sales from
products and services to Kinesiologists such as for professional insurance products, continued education
opportunities, home and auto insurance, or patient tracking software.
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#KinVision2022 Strategic Plan
Accomplishments
 The strategic planning process included a series of consultative activities
comprised of interviews, focus groups and online surveys with CKA /
ACK members and stakeholders. This consultative review phase began
in February 2017 and was followed by a strategic planning retreat in June
2017. The final plan was adopted in September 2017, which reflects the
invaluable input and participation from students of Kinesiology and
Physical Education Programs, active Kinesiologists, Provincial
Kinesiology Associations and National Health Organizations
 Jan. was the launched of an online survey – members, non-members
(students); 496 respondents
 Contest for online survey participants: 3 winners, thanks to sponsors
Hexfit, Prolink and HK
 February was focus groups with NHO and insurance
 March was survey at KinGames to reach students
 June was BofDir Retreat to finalize plan – highlights 3 pillars
 Nov (postponed to Jan 2018): From #KinVision2022 Strategic Plan, 2 action plans drawn – Coms and R&D

Governance
Accomplishments
 Further to #KinVision2022 Strategic Plan reached out with a call to interested Kins to get involved into
committees – 15 kins newly included in committees:
o 1. Internal Communications Committee: Marketing Plan, Sponsors/partnership vs. revenue
generation, eNewsletter, Events, i.e. National Kinesiology Summit, KinWeek, KinGames, NHFD,
etc.
o 2. External Communications Committee: Universities CCUPEKA, EIMC, WHO, CSEP, ACSM, etc.
o 3. Business R & D Committee: Lobby –Taxation, Insurance benefits, Legislation, etc.
 Newly elected Board – Newcomers: Minda Chittenden, Jake Watson, Kathlyn Hossack, Kathie Sharkey, Serge
Bourdeau, Alexandre Paré – Goodbyes to: Bruce Ng
 Mandate given to a committee to draft a Prevention of Abuse Policy : As Bill 87 becomes active in Ontario and
with the current issues, it is brought to the attention of the BofDirs that CKA has no written policy nor any
mention of how a complaint on abuse must be presented, analyzed, processed, and disciplined. The BofDirs
does see the importance of setting guidelines and policy, consider them in the Code of Ethics, Continuing
Education, and Webpages from four parts: client, Kins, PKA, and CKA
 Bylaws were reviewed by Lawyer to comply with government standards.
 CASL: CKA consulted with lawyers for interpretation since our bylaws calls kinesiologists “affiliates” and not
“members” thus limits commercial communications with our grassroot people which is one of the reason
sponsors have signed agreement with CKA.
 D&O Insurance for CKA Board has changed provider to PROLINK/Trisura
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Membership & Affiliations
Accomplishments
In 2017-18, the membership consisted of 7 recognized PKAs.
Potentially, Nova Scotia and P.E.I. will also join before the end of the
year, reactivating its association. This represents 8 out of 9 possible
associations joining the Alliance. Saskatchewan has shown interest in
coming back. CKA ACK strives to work closely with them and has been
successful in its effort to create a synergy between all involved across
the country to enhance the strong unique voice of kinesiology in
Canada. Member PKAs have been loyal throughout the year with active
participation in over 4 Presidents’ Round Table Forums. CKA/ACK
strives to listen to their needs, so different from coast to coast, and put
forward actions oriented to help them in their development. Their
participation in the PKAs Presidents’ focus group for the Marketing
plan was enriching.

AFFILIATION OVER YEARS
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By the end of 2017, a record total of affiliated kinesiologists was
reached:. 3625 affiliated practising Kins, 69% increase over 2016.
44,1

Revenue from affiliation fees have increased proportionally to the
number of affiliates. CKA Membership Dues to be 38.19$ for 2018
renewals and thereafter apply an increase equal to the annual
consumer price index.

40,3

Membership vs. Affiliation:
Membership is composed of recognized PKAs, representatives of non-recognized provinces
and 3 at large members , WITH voting rights.
Affiliation is composed of practising kinesiologists through PKAs and/or directly with CKA
ACK where there are no PKAs, WITHOUT voting rights. They are not to be called members
but affiliated since the Bylaw, a member has voting rights.
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The CKA/ACK Board of Directors continued to develop their
membership services to PKAs and affiliated services through PKAs by
focusing on marketing and branding efforts. The membership in
kinesiology across Canada continues to grow and we now have several
years of objective measures.
CKA/ACK continued to support and liaise between the recognized
provincial kinesiology associations in Quebec, Alberta, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland-Labrador Manitoba and British Columbia. We also have
members in Nova Scotia, and Saskatchewan. CKA/ACK looks forward
to the development of these groups and supporting activities in these
regions. The CKA / ACK through its Affinity Program was able to
return to shareholders a significant financial contribution, one of many
benefits of being a member. The CKA ACK is proud to return a portion
of the remittance to PKAs for them to hopefully use to promote the
National Programs within their membership and affiliation.
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CKA on the Road and representation NHO
and others
Accomplishments
 Bones & Joints Canadian Orthopaedic Foundation (launch of GLA:D Program)
 CCUPEKA in Banff June 2017, CKA attended and presented
 Oct 2017: The CKA will represent you at The Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (CSEP). Back to the
Beginning to the 2017 Annual General Meeting hosted in Winnipeg, Manitoba. EIMC will also hold a Preconference workshop
 CKO: CKA was happy to have conversations with the Ontario Universities about Kinesiology and supporting the
profession while attending a meeting with the University Liaison Committee on December 11, 2017, through an
invitation from CKO. The College has established a permanent liaison committee involving Ontario university
department heads and meets annually
 WHO World Health Organisation has consulted organizations on their Action plan. It is suggested that CKA let
WHO know that we support their initiatives and that we are the main contact for kinesiology in Canada in line
with CKA Strategic Plan Objectives.
 Thank you to these NHO who have participated in the #KinVision2022 Strategic Plan Process: Canadian
Society of Exercise Physiology – Mary Duggan, Canadian Physiotherapy Association – Trish Pearsons, College
of Kinesiology of Ontario – Brenda Kritzer, Canadian Council of University Physical Education and Kinesiology
Administrators – Wayne Albert

News Communication Channels Performance
Accomplishments
 New website : Website Redesign Working Committee was formed to consider the wish list and finalize an RFP ,
RFP in spring, Configuration in Summer and launch in October 2017 – new provider Membogo, new technology
 Website performance: 12 237 pageviews, 8765 unique users, 85.2% new visitors and 14.8% returning visitors,
1m32s spent per page, 3m04s spend per session, most visited page: Resources for Kins and Affiliation.
 Social Media – FaceBook: 1911 followers, November re: KinWeek was very active: 10 991 reached by boosting
Profile Frame and most action buttons used, 154 views/day, Source: nationalkinweek.ca,
 eNewletters: Volume 1 issued 4 numbers (1/Q), through MailChimps, more than 3000 email addresses, opening
rate varies from 33.2% to 50%.
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New Promotional Tools
Accomplishments
 The CKA / ACK wished to make information more available through its communication tools i.e. website and
social network. It wishes to be “hub for Kin” –a hub of information.
 Nine (9) videos in both languages (18 total) released on October 13th for Kin’s use to promote and to inform
clients. 9 subjects: New Training Method, Insurance Benefit, Therapy, Chronic Desease, etc.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

KINESIOLOGY, A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH - CKA/ACK - Matias Golob
KINESIOLOGY AS AN EXTENDED HEALTH BENEFIT - CKA/ACK - D. Darren MacDonald
TRENDY TRAINING METHODS - CKA/ACK - Jake Watson
CHRONIC DISEASE AND ILLNESS : THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF A KINESIOLOGIST - CKA/ACK - Kathie
Sharkey
PREVENTING FALLS AND FRACTURES - CKA/ACK - Minda Chittenden
HOW TO PREVENT AND TO RECOVER FROM MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES ? - CKA/ACK - Kendra
Thibodeau
FIND A KINESIOLIGST IN PRIVATE PRACTICE - CKA/ACK - Kathlyn Mary Hossack
THE ROLE OF A KINESIOLOGIST AS AN EXPERT IN COURT - CKA/ACK - HARDIP (Happy) JHAJ
SHOULD WEIGHT LOSS BE MY PRIMARY GOAL ? - CKA/ACK - Des Martin

2017 KinWeek
Accomplishments
 PR Campaign: A Public Relation Campaign resulted in a reach of 938 700 people, 24 interviews, mainly from
Radio(19) and Web(4). (See list in appendix.) No TV in 2017 vs. 3 TV in 2016. A pre-event news release was sent
to Kinesiologists through MailChimp inviting them to get ready. A Press Release was sent to a selected list of
journalists in the week prior to the event
 Promotional campaign including PR radio, Social Media, etc.: reached 1 million people.
 Promotional material – 12 items to customize and Launch of 9 videos, provides questions in format of a
Jeopardy Games, MD Referral pad, MD invitation Letter, Poster, Social Media Posts.
 Launch of new website www.nationalkinesiologyweek.ca dedicated to advertising the events during the week –
thanks to partner Hexfit – 53 events
 Increased in FB followers, posts, and shares leading to and during KinWeek and KinGames
 New KinWeek FB Profile Frame was a great success.
 Our thanks are extended to all who participated and to the following groups for their active and ongoing
participation throughout the process: Kinesiologists that have organized activities, and for some, more than
one! Provincial Kinesiology Associations (7), College of Kinesiologist of Ontario, ParticipAction, Dalhousie Kin
Society, Universities: Simon Fraser, BC, Manitoba MB,Winnepeg MB, Royal Mount AB, Moncton, NB, Lakehead
ON, more than 12 Kinseiologists that have organized, activities, and for some, more than one!
 CKA entered in a partnership with Hexfit for 3 years as an “Official Presenter” of KinWeek,
 Weakness: Some PKAs are not aligned with this week, need to be more focused and aligned throughout Canada
in order to have a bigger impact.
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2017 KinGames
Accomplishments
 Major gold sponsor of Academic Challenge in partnership with PKA, Hexfit with 800 thundersticks bearing PKA
and CKA logos, no tradeshow but survey passed through sports events
 3 sponsors provided prizes for winners (3 first positions) – students also recognizing the effort, were not
interested.
 Provides questions for the Academic Challenge Final in format of a Jeopardy Games; enlighted Kins on topic
areas centered on key information for Kins practicioners.

2017 NHFD
Accomplishments
 2017 NHFD was held with a successful PR campaign of 18 radio interviews across Canada by Kinesiologists. A
word of thanks goes to the BofDirs who participated. CKA has no means to measure if Kins have used the
marketing tools made available
 June 3rd – provided to Kins one month prior to event tools and promotional material and link to post their
events – no means to measure their participation
 Promotional campaign, Press Release through the wire.

Awareness of profession
Accomplishments





New Affiliation Certificates sent to Kins to print and post in Office
Article in the newsletter: Physio or Kin? Highlighting the interdisciplinary roles
Article in the newsletter: Chronic disease and illness?
Article in the newsletter: BootCamp, Cross-fit, TRX® or HIIT Training : one approach to make your client aware
of your services
 “Stand up to be healthy and productive”: CKA is pleased to support Université de Montréal and its research
team by participating as an institutional partner in the research program “Stand up to be healthy and
productive”; submitted to the joint initiative of the SSHRC and CIHR as a Partnership Grant Proposal November
2017
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Science of Kin – publication of abstract &
articles
Accomplishments
Articles in eNewletter and CKA Website Resources to Kins:
True Science of Movement
Why is trauma relevant in practice?
Weight Training: is it for everyone?
A Review of the Acute Effects and Long-Term Adaptations of Single and Muti-joint Exercises During Resistance
Training
 Prediction and adaptation – Theory and Implication of Internal Model
 Is Post-Exercise Muscle Soreness a Valid Indicator of Muscular Adaptations?
 Strength and Hypertrophy Adaptations Between Low-vs.High-Load Resistance Training





R&D tools and material – publication of
articles
Accomplishments





Article in Newsletter: Star-up – where to begin suggesting Lean Canvas
Article in Newsletter: My own practice – How did I get started? – testimony
Article in Newsletter: Developing a Research Agenda for the Profession of Kinesiology: A Modified Delphi Study
New Tools & Management Solutions for Kins and PKAs: Online Documents, Research support Hexploration,
idea of a graduating Kin tool box

Advocacy
Accomplishments
 CASL analyzed change in law re: Canada’s Anti-Spam legislation and how affected PKAs and CKAs
communications
 EIMC Recognition: The CKA is working to have EIMC officially recognize kinesiologists to be professionals in the
prescription of exercises, to include kinesiologist as professionals to refer clients to, and to be recognized
nationally as a Level 2 professional. More to report later in 2018.
 SFU Professional Kinesiology Certificate: In light of the information regarding Simon Fraser University
launching a Professional Kinesiologist Certification as an under-graduated degree, the Board recognizes that
many universities have certificate level but do not feel comfortable with the usage of the word “professional” as
if it brings confusion to the professional Kinesiologist who has a training of at least 4 years. In addition, the use
of the word “professional” would create confusion and might infringe in any legislative process. It is felt that this
position should be known not only to SFU but all universities.
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Partners helping Kins
Accomplishments
 Article in eNewletter: The Everyday Technology of a Kin – Hexfit Solutions
 Article in eNewletter: Stretch your gas dollar like an expert hypermiler- TD Meloche Insurance
 Article in eNewletter: New Tools & Management Solutions for Kins and PKAs: Online Documents, Research
support Hexploration, idea of a graduating Kin tool box
 Article in eNewletter: It’s fun until someone is sued – PROLINK
 Article in eNewletter: Therapeutic Exercise for Musculoskeletal Injuries – New video from HK

Administration & Finances
Accomplishments
Affinity Program

 New Affinity program implemented: sharing remittance from partners 50-50% amongst 6-7PKAs: 8649.29$
received thus 4791$ redistributed to PKA (approx 600$/PKA).
Finance

 Revenue has increased of 84% coming from OKA membership rejoining CKA and promotion of the profession in
general; operating expenses increased of 3% reasonable for an increase of 23% of total expense; a profit of
6 037$ at year end; mortization of website over 3 years.
 CASL jeopardizes our sponsorship with TD Meloche (9000$/yr) since it limits commercial communications with
our grassroot people which is one of the reason sponsors have signed agreement with CKA.
 In addition to participating in the Affinity program, Hexfit has invested 3000$ in KinWeek as a sponsor
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Thank you
To all members of standing and working committees, partners and sponsors
Presidents' Round Table Forum
Daryl E.Reynolds, Sarah Clarke, Hardip (Happy) Jhaj, Minda Chittenden, Jacob Pruden, Jake Watson, Gerren MacDonard,
Kathlyn Hossack, Struart Moulton, Sabrina Francescut, Kathie Sharkey, Serge Bourdeau, Alexandre Paré, Valérie Lucia,
Francis Gilbert, Kendra Cooling, Ashley Hiscock , Des Martin, Matias Golob, Marie-Claude Leblanc.
Board of Directors
Hardip (Happy) Jhaj, Minda Chittenden, Jake Watson, Kathlyn Hossack, Kathie Sharkey, Serge Bourdeau, Alexandre Paré,
Kendra Cooling, Des Martin, Matias Golob, Marie-Claude Leblanc.
Standing Committees :
1.
2.
3.

Finance and Audit: M. Chittenden (Chair), J. Watson and A. Paré
Governance: MCLeblanc (Chair), S. Bourdeau, K. Sharkey, D. Martin, K. Hossack
Nomination: M. Golob (Chair), K. Cooling,

Working Committees:
1. Communications:
Jake Watson, Alexandre Paré, Kendra Thibodeau, Kathlyn Hossack, Kathie Sharkey(OKA), Chelsey Clarke (ON), Kaitlyn
Janzen (MB), Leanne Smith (ON), Amy Syed (ON), Charmi Lad (ON) Rachel Robertson, Heather Gareau-Miller, Amanda
Bradshaw (BC)
2. R&Development:
Des Martin, Matias Golob, Serge Bourdeau, Daryl Reynolds (BCAK), Jean-Philippe Tessier (Qc), Stephen Maniscalco (ON)
Sanja Schreiber
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The Future of Kinesiology
From the newly revealed #Kin2022Vision Strategic Plan, CKA/ACK , having identified the areas for growth and
development, has begun to work closely with its stakeholders, Affiliated Kinesiologists and Partners in making
the best future for kinesiology.
As the CKA / ACK turns this strategic plan into an action plan, it will be faced with challenges and significant
limitations. For example, CKA / ACK will continue to support PKAs in their effort to become legislated but can
only act as a hub of information for the PKAs. To achieve its objectives, the CKA / ACK will require a strong
collaboration from the PKAs, especially when actions must be initiated at the provincial level. The CKA / ACK
will continue to increase public awareness of the kinesiology profession, create more partnerships and links
with other National Health Professions, and encourage the public to request kinesiology services. By 2022, the
public will recognize the profession in stride with other entities. For this to be successful, Kinesiologists must
get involved in their communities – one small step at a time for kinesiology, one giant leap for our profession!

2018 Action Plan
Communications Plan:
1. Hire Marketing Expert to assist CKA
2. Design a Marketing Communication Plan for 3 years
3. Create New Branding of CKA’s activities:
- NHFD
- Kin Weeks
4. Define Com Actions with NHO (Health-related)
- articles in their publications
- attending their events
- have one CKA rep on key committees (ie
Concussions)
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R&D Plan:
1. Hire Gov & Lobby Expert to assist CKA
2. Design a Lobby Communication Plan for 3 years to
work on:
- taxation of Kin services
- insurance: recognition of Kins on list of
professionals for with services are benefits
3. Define Com Actions with NHO (lobby and insurancerelated) and other orgs
- articles in their publications
- attending their events
- have one CKA rep on key committees
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2017 Financial Statements
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